by Doug Roller
or those of you that diligently
read K-9 Cop Magazine, welcome back to
my follow-up article on E-Collar 101 written
for the last issue. As I indicated, I will be
writing continuing articles on the use of
the E-collar in police and military operations. This
still misunderstood tool is becoming more and more
entwined with many police and military units. In
this article I will focus on basic introduction to
the E-collar as a way of clearly and consistently
communicating with your canine.
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Philosophy of Training

Before I move on, let’s make sure we are all on the same
page of what needs to be trained for police and military
operations involving a canine. My time as a Chief Trainer
for LAPD K-9 Platoon taught me something very important
- to keep things simple and focus on real world deployments.
Let me explain. It is my belief that each and every K-9 unit
should always keep in mind the importance of training
techniques that work for their specific operations. Whether
it involves a find and bite policy, handler control or find and
bark. All these policies and disciplines have their place and
require appropriate training to be sure.
An example of this would be the use of preparatory
commands during K-9 operations. It is my belief that the
use of cues such as “suspect stand still don’t move” or
other similar cues for control have little to no place in K-9
operations. I believe in simplicity when it comes to verbal
outs and release, commands (and yes every canine should
have a verbal out - period). There may be times for a hands
on out or release but the canine should not dictate that. A
simple heel in whatever language your canine is taught in
should be sufficient for the verbal out. Let us break down
this philosophy for a moment. When working real world
scenarios, the use of one command for a canine to out and
return to the handlers side keeps this dynamic and crucial
moment simple and clear to all involved, especially the
canine. If your canine happens to bite a non-suspect, you
surely do not want to be telling him “suspect stand still
don’t move and then out.” Whether you search on lead or
off, accidental bites happen and these crucial seconds can
be the difference between a minor injury to a serious one
depending on the hardness of the canine. A simple heel back
to your side makes it simple and clear for the canine to out
and return to your side. Some may argue, “well what about
the out and guard command.” Remember what I said earlier
about real world encounters. This may work on a sport field
during a trial, but really has no place in police operations.
Most of your hidden suspects are in a kneeling or prone
position, and if you think a seasoned canine is going to
maintain his guard after a bite, well - maybe sometimes!
I can say this with conviction having seen firsthand
as a handler and K-9 supervisor and being involved in
thousands of real bites, this is problematic in real world
encounters. After a suspect has been bitten by a police
canine, the vast majority of suspects will be in a very
heightened state of fear and/or aggression. Having your
canine down right in front of the suspect will in most
cases cause additional bites. Whether or not the suspect

“I believe in
simplicity
when it comes
to verbal outs
and release
commands...”
gets bit again is not the primary concern, but rather what
happens after the bite and re-bite. This merry-go-round
encounter will, in most cases, cause the handler and/or
team to leave cover to deal with this bite scenario. This
makes the incident a tactical nightmare and if the suspect
is still armed - well, you get my point. To gain control
over the canine in this incident will usually require more
compulsion as his aggression and drive escalates. This
has a cascading effect as the suspect will become more
agitated as he deals with the canines aggression.
Having the option to cleanly out your canine will
dramatically diminish and probably eliminate the above
scenario. The canine is recalled when appropriate, back
to the handler’s side and control. The suspect can still
be ordered into a safe position after the team tactically
positions itself. Additionally, a canine can easily be taught
to heel and down at a short distance from the suspect to
ensure the suspect does not take off and run. This allows
for a “buffer zone” between the suspect and canine and
safely de-escalates the incident. This can be done with
specific E-collar training. The “forward or tactical down”
training will be explained in later articles. It is one that I
teach in all my classes.
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E-Collar Introduction

First off, let’s get one thing straight, the use of
the E-collar uses the same principals of operant
conditioning, positive and negative reinforcement,
utilized with many other forms of correction such as
the leash, choke and pinch collar. In fact, the use of
these conventional types of correction are often used in
conjunction with the E-collar when laying the foundation
during the introduction and maintenance phase of
training. There are many
ways to introduce the
E-collar and I have used
most of them over time,
though I believe I have
found one simple method
that works best for the
majority of canines. This
introduction phase is
paramount in E-collar
training and often times
overlooked with dire
consequences. You see, the
canine must be taught to
understand this new form
of communication and it
must be done diligently
and carefully. Unfortunately, the E-collar is usually
taken out of the box and strapped on the canine with no
introduction or training whatsoever and then used as a
punishment device for outing and release issues. This
is not only unfair and cruel to the canine, but will also
cause long lasting conflict with the involved canine.
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Placement of the E-Collar
Remember the E-collar is like any tool - its use must be
consistent and be in working order and reliable. The
E-collar should be charged and tested before use. I am
not saying turn the dial to the maximum setting and
place on your wrist or palm and stimulate yourself.
I am saying turn it up to a moderate level (say level
1 or 2 on the Tri Tonics or a 14 to 18 on the Dogtra)
and then place the contact points to the palm of your
hand and run through low, medium and high levels on
the E-collar. Make sure contact points are clean and
the unit is reliable. Take the E-collar receiver unit
utilizing the longer prongs for proper contact to the
skin. Place the receiver on the canines left side of his
neck between the withers or top of his neck and lower
neck area. If you have a canine with a heavy coat
make sure you have good contact with the skin as you
tighten the strap for good placement. Place the E-collar
in the same position each time so it becomes a habit.
Most handlers will mark the eyelet opening on the
strap to remember the same tightness. One caveat here
though is often canines necks will swell as they work,
especially during bite work. Obviously a loosening of
the strap will be needed. Elite K-9 makes a great strap
that actually widens with inner springs placed inside
the strap. This will take care of that problem. Also
make sure the activation light on the receiver is facing
toward the front of the canine so you can easily look
down and make sure it is turned on. Most activation
lights will pulsate once turned on and the number will
increase as the battery runs down.

Hand Signals

One thing I have incorporated dramatically into my
classes are hand signals. Hand signals are simply
another way to communicate with your partner. They can
often time diminish conflict and reassure your canine
during times of learning and confusion. They can also be
a means of communicating with him from
a distance. If you truly plan on utilizing
off leash search tactics during your
deployments, then hand signals are a
must. You will use them during direction
and control, heel commands, down
commands and so on. Additionally, you
will be able to communicate during times
when a loud voice is something you want
to avoid for tactical reasons. During
heel movements I have handlers pat
their sides and with a flat hand, down
their canines into position. This comes
in handy during real world deployments
and especially when the canine is
in high drive. If used appropriately
with the E-collar, they can also be
understood as a cue to a correction
almost like a reminder. You will be able
to read misbehavior before it occurs and
reinforce with a simple hand signal. The
more you use them, the more your canine
will respond to them - they will fit hand
in glove into your daily routines when
you do your maintenance work.

“Hand signals are simply
another way to communicate
with your partner.”
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Introduction:
Pairing to the
E-Collar
As I stated, there are differing ways to introduce the
E-collar and over the years I have found one to be simple
and effective. I use simple obedience (the heel, sit and
down). However, one thing I believe is important is that
the canine have a basic understanding of the obedience
commands, and be properly paired with the leash and
whatever correction collar used during the process. There
are some trainers that advocate the practice of introducing
the E-collar while beginning basic obedience. I
do not advocate this and stick to the belief that
the canine should have a basic understanding
of conventional type obedience (leash work).
I believe the transition from the leash to
the E-collar is much easier for the canine to
understand if this sequence is followed. In
fact, all E-collar trained canines should be
continually paired with the leash and E-collar
during each obedience session (even well
trained canines).
So now that basic obedience has been
completed with the heel, sit and down commands
understood, I then begin E-collar introduction. I
would also suggest one more thing - if you have
a canine that is ball crazy with prevalent outing
issues from his prey toy (ball, jute or what have you) then
stop ball work until after the E-collar is introduced. If your
leash corrections and other methods of implementing a solid
release on the toy are not working, then better to wait until
the E-collar can be used. Possession and release issues from
his prey toy will only get worse if continued. I will go over
this later in future articles. In the past, I used the long line
for introduction, but learned that this often times created an
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unwanted association. For example, I would use a thirty foot
lead attached to the canine and with the E-collar in place,
allow the canine to wander off a distance from the handler.
Once the canine was not paying attention, we would activate
the E-collar at a low level (just enough for a reaction)
coinciding with the verbal heel command while reeling
the canine in to his heel position. The problem with this
method is if used too much in beginning stages, it causes
the canine to recognize
that running back to the
handlers side creates a
“safe zone.” This first
imprinted behavior
would stick so that when
other distance behaviors
were taught, the canine
would sometimes
confuse E-collar
activation to mean run
back to the handlers
side, especially during
high drive exercises
such as bite work. We
want to teach the canine
how to learn a specific behavior and not to associate that
E-collar stimulation means escape to the handlers side you get my meaning. Better to introduce the E-collar with
simple obedience like heeling and sitting.
Now with the E-collar placed correctly on the canine’s
neck, we start simple heeling with his leash attached to his
correction collar (be it choke or pinch). My opinion on what
type of correction collar is needed usually lends itself to the

“I use simple
obedience...
heel, sit and
down.”
pinch. This, of course, is because my selection of canines are
usually a bit harder than many handlers and trainers prefer.
So in writing this article, it will have to depend on the read
of your canine. Writing an article like this can be difficult
sometimes because as a trainer I would always prefer to
have a hands on view of the team I am working with. I have
to make some assumptions here when articulating methods
in my writings. One of these assumptions is that proper
leash work is done with the canine and timing, of course, is
paramount to proper leash work.
Start off heeling with your canine and start applying leash
corrections when needed as you move forward, making left
and right turns. Once the canine is settled, start applying
stimulation from the E-collar by using the lowest level needed
for a reaction (the operative words here are lowest and
reaction). A reaction is no more than a twitch of the neck,
ear or a fleck of the eye. In this phase it is important to read
the canine correctly as you apply more or less stimulation
for this initial reaction. If your canine verbalizes, you are
definitely too high. Once this level is discovered, you start
applying quick stimulation (almost a nick) during the heeling
right and left turns. This is where the tricky parts comes
in... how often you stimulate. If your canine is very obedient
(say he is KNVP titled) and is right at your side, then he
will learn the E-collar faster. If his obedience is sloppy as
he lags or forges, then it will take longer. The latter will
take more stimulation, as well as proper leash work, to
make sure he understands correct body position during the
heeling phase. So you are actually working on the E-collar
and body placement. I personally do not want a canine that
looks straight up in my face as I do obedience. Some canines
become ingrained with this position and have recalled off

the suspect as the suspect ups and runs away as the canine
looks up at the handler - this is not good. A nice solid heel,
looking forward or slightly at the handler is good. As you
heel right, correct the canine with a sharp pull of the leash
that coincides with the E-collar stimulation. For left turns,
wait until the canine forges just a bit and then back check
him with your left hand while simultaneously applying
stimulation with the E-collar. This back check will teach
the canine to back off as he forges and will pay off during off
leash obedience - trust me. One question that is often asked
is when do I let off the E-collar. A simple rule of thumb is to
let off the E-collar when you see a positive response and he
shows you that he understands what you want. You do not
always have to stimulate him all the way into position and
doing this will often take down his drive.
In the beginning, I will try and find a reason to correct
as the canine lags and forges during obedience. Also in
the beginning, I apply stimulation more often - say three
out of four corrections as I begin to read the canine. After
a session or two of obedience, I may see learning taking
place as the canine will move into the correct position
after stimulation is applied. This is a good sign and time
to taper off correction. After this, initial learning phase
variable and intermittent corrections with the E-collar
are used. This allows the canine to self discover proper
positioning and will lock in learning in a more positive
fashion. Additionally, during all obedience work sufficient
praise is very important.
Note: Recency of experience creates association. The
E-collar offers speed of delivery and it is paramount to be
right during your corrections and its use to insure proper
associations - otherwise you will create conflict and confusion.
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little discussion on praise.
The vast majority of handlers in law
enforcement and military seem to have a
problem here. They simply do not praise
correctly. Law enforcement personnel are
the worst. I am not sure why we are so bad when it
comes to praise, but we are. The timing of praise is
also just as important as giving it. When you heel a
canine, do not praise him when he is out of position.
I did not say don’t motivate him into position, just do
not praise him. A praise is a reward and a “good boy”
should be applied when he is good. If your canine is
lagging a quick slap of the leg and “come on buddy”
motivates him into position, followed by a “good boy”
when he is right. This right command coincides with
letting off of stimulation from the E-collar. He learns
not only to heel, but to position himself correctly as
well. This all takes timing with your verbal cue,
leash correction and simultaneous E-collar correction.
When I conduct a class, I do all the initial imprinting
with the E-collar usually the first day. After this
paring phase with the E-collar, I then allow the
handler to use the device. In a five day course this
dramatically increases the learning and pairing of the
E-collar. The leash work is very important here as it
controls the canine into position as well as limiting
conflict and confusion. Sometimes canines at first will
show confusion with the E-collar even with very low
settings. It is new to them, but press on he will be
fine. Consistency during this phase will pay off as the
canine develops more tolerance and understanding to
this new correction. The leash moves the canine into
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position and the stimulation from the E-collar is let off
at the appropriate time. The canine will learn this as
you continue. Your proper praise will allow him to self
discover this sweet spot.
Don’t get me wrong here, I do not want a robot type
canine or one that looks like he is ready for trial work
but I do want to know that when I recall my canine
back to my side, that is where he is going to be. Not
five yards away to my front or back, but at my side you get my point.

The Sensitive Canine

I thought it would be appropriate to write a bit on the
sensitive canine. Let us be clear here - if your canine
is so sensitive when receiving any correction, be it
leash, choke or pinch or the dead ring of a leather
collar, you may have issues to be worked out for this
type of canine. However, if you have a canine that is
just simply a bit sensitive to leash corrections, this
may follow suit with the E-collar. For example, you
apply pressure and stimulation with the E-collar and it
constantly makes your canine lag behind. Sometimes
this is truly sensitivity but sometimes it is a game too.
The canine simply does not want to play and it is his
way of protesting. How do we know which one it is?
Well, sometimes it is hard to recognize and usually I
just keep moving forward. If this continues to fail me,
then I may incorporate a prey toy during the initial
imprinting phase. I will utilize a ball on a string (long
enough to play tug and manipulate properly). As I heel
with the canine, I stick the toy in his mouth and pull
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on it while applying leash corrections and maintaining
his heel position. Once this is completed, I will do
the same with the E-collar. I will stimulate him and
correct him with the leash while pulling him forward
with his pacifier. Usually I will do the E-collar work or
have someone else do it as we only have so many hands.
This exercise usually will get the canine over the hump
and build tolerance to the E-collar correction. You can
also use this method during simple leash work with the
same type of canine. If the E-collar makes the canine
spit the ball, just apply a simple tug during this phase.
Applying a slight tug by pulling the string stimulates
prey drive and will usually make him bite harder and
come forward. The bottom line here is this exercise
will harden the canine enough to accept the E-collar
correction. The levels used with this type of canine are
so low that they can sometimes barely be felt by you on
your hand.

Moving On

As we move on with the heeling, you will notice the
canine will beat your correction. The same way a canine
beats the leash correction, you will see this occur with
the E-collar. You will sound off your heel command
and before you can press the button, he is moving into
position - now you have learning. At this point, it is time
to start using the E-collar intermittently. Once again,
this will lock in behavior and be fair to the canine. It
is at this point you can drop the lead and move into off
leash work. If you are worried, then use a long line for
the canine to drag. Believe me, you probably will not

need to if he has been properly imprinted. If you complete
say five or seven sessions a day with this training, your
canine should be well on his way by day three or four. In
my classes, I complete this in one day but, of course, I
have been doing this for over two decades. So take your
time and make sure the E-collar is fully understood.
Laying this foundation in a solid manner will pay off
during high drive bite or search work.
I mentioned the ball
on a string earlier for
the sensitive canine - I
am reluctant to go into
this now but will in later
articles. If you have a
canine that has release
problems or refuses to
retrieve prey items to
you, then you will need
to correct this before we
move on with the prey
toy. Simply put, I do not
use prey rewards until
”
I have compliance with
them. The use of a ball
on a string goes hand-in-hand with my advanced work.
Once compliance is completed with the ball and string,
then I can use it as a motivator as well as a method to
train targeting and hand signals. This will be covered
in detail in my next article.
Until then, be safe and train smart. Please feel free
to reach me on my web site www.tacticalk-9.com or
email me offleashtrainer@aol.com.

“The canine
must be taught
to understand
this new form of
communication
and it must be
done diligently
and carefully.
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